Investigation of the role of template features on the electrically induced structure formation (EISF) for a faithful duplication.
Electrically induced structure formation, as a physical approach to fabricate micro/nanostructures, has attracted much attention because of the simple process, low-cost, high-efficiency, and wide applications on electronics, microfluidics, and so forth. Hitherto, the influence of some process parameters, such as voltage, air gap, film thickness, polymer properties, on the polymeric behavior, and the structure formation has been explored, neglecting the effects of the template features, which affect the polymer deformation. Especially for the conductive protrusions directly contacting the polymer, the phenomenon of electric breakdown may occur, leading to a failure of structure formation. The limitation of the research on the template features triggers the necessity to study its influence for a faithful deformation. In this paper, three types of patterned template are studied based on the electric field at the air-polymer interface, consisting of completely conductive template, partially conductive template, and dielectric template. Comprehensive consideration of the electric intensity for a sufficient driving pressure and the leaky current for preventing damaging the polymer, some guiding opinions on the template material and geometry can be provided to design the patterned template for the electrically induced structure formation process with a purpose for a faithful structure.